The gedanken experiment by Wald to destroy a black hole using a test particle in the equatorial plane is adopted to the case of extremal magnetized black holes. We find that the presence of external magnetic fields resulting from the "magnetization" process using a Harrison-like transformation permits the test particle to have energies in the range which allows the destruction of black holes. However, from the corresponding effective potential we find that the test particle which may destroy the black hole can never reach the horizon.
Introduction
In general relativity we know that if a star is massive enough, nothing can stop the collapsing of this star to become a singularity after it runs out the nuclear fuel. According to the cosmic censorship conjecture proposed by Penrose, the singularity resulting from a total gravitational collapse must be hidden behind the black hole's horizon [1] . To test this conjecture, Wald proposed a gedanken experiment to overspin or overcharge the Kerr-Newman black hole. This is done by throwing a test particle with some specific physical properties from far infinity into the black hole, to yield the black hole passes its extremal bound and finally the naked singularity is produced.
To make sure that the infalling test particle with mass m, charge q, and angular momentum L, leads to the production of a naked singularity in the Einstein-Maxwell theory, the corresponding particle's energy E must obey an upper bound, i.e. E < E max , which is obtained from
where M, Q and a are the black hole's mass, charge, and rotational parameter (a ratio of black hole's angular momentum J to its mass), respectively. It is clear that (1.1) violates the extremal bound of a Kerr-Newman black hole which also holds for the magnetized version of such black hole 2 . On the other hand, the test particle whose energy satisfying the upper bound (1.1) must experience an attractive effective potential in its all way down to the black hole horizon, guaranteed by the condition V ef f < 0 ∀r or equivalently reads [1] ṙ 2 > 0 ∀. Moreover, there is a minimum energy for the test particle to arrive at the horizon r + [2] E min = q (g tφ A φ − g φφ A t ) − g tφ L g φφ r=r + < E , (1.2) given by the geodesic equation for the test particle. Note that E and L above are the corresponding conserved quantities in a spacetime with the Killing vectors ∂ t and ∂ φ , which happen to be the associated Killing vectors of the magnetized spacetime discussed in this paper. Hence, if the conditions (1.1) and (1.2) are fulfilled by a test particle, then we may conclude that the black hole under consideration can be destroyed by capturing this test particle. However, Wald showed that the destruction of a Kerr-Newman black hole using the gedanken experiment described above cannot be performed if the black hole is initially in the extremal state, namely
This is because when the black holes are extremal, there is no positive gap between the maximum and minimum energies for the test particle related to the black hole's destruction. Interestingly, later it was pointed out that if the Wald's gendanken experiment is performed at the black hole's initial condition is near-extremal rather than extremal, then a destruction of the black hole's horizon is possible. To the near-extremal Reissner-Nordstrom black hole, the method by Wald was firstly adopted by Hubeny [4] , where she showed that the black hole could jump the extremality after it captures a charge test particle thrown from infinity. Subsequently, a decade later Jacobson and Sotiriou pointed out that a quite similar conclusion can be drawn in the case of a near-extremal Kerr black hole [5] , where the test particle is neutral but brings angular momentum. Then it is a straightforward question whether the near-extremal charged and rotating black holes can be overspun/overcharged to pass the extremality using a test particle. This was addressed in several works, for example ref. [6] to the case of Kerr-Newman and ref. [7] to the Kerr-Sen black holes. Nonetheless, the studies mentioned above on the possibility of turning the near-extremal black holes into naked singularities neglect the self-force, self-energy, and radiative effects. In [8, 9, 10] , the authors claimed that these effect could prevent the destruction of black hole's horizon by a test particle. Moreover, some studies even include the quantum effects in discussing the cosmic censorship. For example, in [11] the author investigated that quantum effects support the cosmic censorship conjecture, while in [12] the authors discussed a quantum version of this conjecture. We mention this work to show that cosmic censorship conjecture is still debatable and of great interest to researchers. In the case of eventually nature allows the existence of a naked singularity, even some physics related to it have been explored [13] .
On the other hand, studies on how black holes interact with magnetic fields are found to be notable nowadays. One of the reasons is that the astronomers found some strong magnetic fields in the center of galaxies, the locations where supermassive black hole sit. Considering that the external magnetic fields are just some perturbations in the spacetime, Wald introduced a gravito-electromagnetic system where the metric is still Kerr and the corresponding vector fields are constructed using a definite linear combination of the Killing vectors [14] . As the magnetic fields get stronger, clearly the spacetime will be influenced, and the solution by Wald cannot be applied anymore. In this case of strong magnetic fields, the exact solutions in Einstein-Maxwell theory describing massive objects or black holes immersed by magnetic fields are given by Ernst [15] and Ernst-Wild [16] . They employed a Harrison-like transformation [17] to get a magnetized solution from a known unmagnetized one in the Einstein-Maxwell theory. Setting the mass, electric charge, and rotation of the black holes in the Ernst-Wild solution [16] to be vanished, one get the Melvin universe [18] which is a static non-singular cylindrically symmetric spacetime that contains an axial homogeneous magnetic field aligned in the z-axis.
The solution by Ernst and Wild [16] for the magnetized black boles could gain more attentions if only it is asymptotically flat. However, people find that this solution by Ernst and Wild is adequate to model the high energetic physical processes around a supermassive black hole in the center of galaxies, if the black holes are immersed by some magnetic fields produced by the rotating matters around the black holes [19] . No wonder that in the last couple years, research reports on aspects of the magnetized black holes are continuously appearing [20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 31, 28, 29, 30, 32, 33, 34] , even though the notion of these black holes is quite obscure due to the lacking of event horizon definition for such black holes. It is why more thorough studies on these black holes properties, such as mass and energy, are worth to be done [34, 32, 28] .
Assuming that the solution by Enrst and Wild, or the modified versions, describing black holes immersed by some magnetic fields are adequate to model the astrophysical black holes, we wonder how the external magnetic fields and the affected spacetime (due to the presence of strong magnetic fields) may contribute to the possibility in destroying this black hole using Wald gedanken experiment [3] . It is known that in the extremal case, a KerrNewman black hole cannot be turned into a naked singularity using an incoming test particle in equatorial geodesic [14, 35] . Does the same conclusion exist in the case of extremal magnetized black holes, or the opposite where these black holes can be broken in the gedanken experiment by Wald. However, since the mathematical expressions of the exact metric and vector potential solutions for the Ernst-Wild magnetized black hole are quite involved, we limit our discussions in this paper into two cases of extremal black holes, the static electrically charged and the rotating neutral ones.
The organization of this paper is as follows. In section 2 we provide some reviews on magnetization transformation to obtain a magnetized spacetime. Subsequently, in section 3 we provide some necessary details on the magnetized black holes studied in this paper. Then in section 4 we study some properties of a test particle moving in the equatorial plane outside the magnetized black hole backgrounds. In this section we obtain the maximum and minimum energies needed by the test particle to break the black hole's horizon, and also the leading terms of the corresponding effective potentials to tell whether the capturing process may take place or not. In section 5 we provide some numerical examples to support the results presented in the section 4. Finally, the discussions and conclusions are given in section 6. The unit system that we use in this paper is c = G = = 1.
Magnetization of black holes
In 1976, Ernst and Wild [16] showed 3 how to get an exact solution describing a Kerr-Newman black hole immersed by a homogeneous magnetic field. They employed a Harrison-like transformation [17] to the Kerr-Newman metric and associated vector field solution,
and 2) in obtaining the magnetized versions which read
3)
3 Following the method found by Ernst previously that year [15] , hence sometime will be referred as the Ernst magnetization. 4 Note that the changes are only in f and ω, where g rr and g xx are left unchanged.
In the equations above, for the sake of simplicity we have used y 2 = 1 − x 2 , and the corresponding coordinate is x µ = (t, r, x, φ). It is obvious that the line elements (2.1) and (2.3) are expressed in the Lewis-Papapetrou form, which is appropriate to the spacetime with ∂ t and ∂ φ Killing vectors. The Kerr-Newman metric (2.1) and the magnetized one (2.3) enjoy these symmetries, and both can be studied using the Ernst formalism [36, 37] . Above, the functions f , ω, ∆ r , ∆ x , µ, A t , and A φ , together with the corresponding "tilde" versions depend on the coordinates r and x only.
Explicitly, the functions appearing in the line element (2.1) describing Kerr-Newman spacetime are
5) 8) where the corresponding vector field is
There are relations between the functionsf andω contained in the metric (2.3) to f and ω in (2.1), and we will uncover these relations in the followings. Now let us review the method by Ernst and Wild to connect the seed and magnetized solutions in (2.1) -(2.4). In his seminal papers, Ernst showed that the Einstein-Maxwell equations for a stationary and axial symmetric spacetime can be equivalently written as the Ernst equations 5 [36, 37] ,
The operator ∇ that we use is defined as
where ∆ ′ r is the derivative of ∆ r with respect to r. In the equations above, E is the Ernst gravitational potential defined with respect 6 to the Killing vector ∂ φ [38] given by
13)
5 See [39] for a quite extensive review on the subject. 6 Since the line element is shown in general as
It is understood that f, ω, h and g ij are functions of x 1 and x 2 , and the indices i, j = 1, 2.
where ϕ is the twist potential. The corresponding Ernst electromagnetic potential reads 14) and the vector field B φ above is related to the Maxwell fields (2.2) as
The magnetized gravitational and electromagnetic Ernst potentials associated to the metric (2.3) and the vector (2.4) satisfy the same form of Ernst equations,
where the "new" Ernst potentials are related the old ones as
The function Λ above is given by
where B is a constant representing the strength of magnetic fields involved. Accordingly, the functions in (2.3) are related to those in (2.1) through the followings, 20) and
where the other functions such as µ and ∆ r remain unchanged. The fact that ∆ r does not change due to the transformation (2.18) indicates that the horizons of black holes do not shift due to the presence of external magnetic fields. Moreover, it also tells us that the bound of extremality for black holes under discussions after the magnetization procedure remains unaffected.
As a matter of fact, Wald [14] had performed some analysis of Kerr black holes in the background of uniform external magnetic field before the work of Ernst on magnetized black holes [15, 16] . In Wald's work, the corresponding vector potential A µ in his study is generated from a superposition of the Kerr spacetime Killing vectors ξ µ (t) and ξ µ (φ) , from which the external test magnetic field can be obtained. However, the spacetime metric in Wald's analysis is still the ordinary Kerr, meaning the external test magnetic field has no influence on the spacetime 7 . Interestingly, in the work of Ernst [15] , which then was extended by Ernst and Wild [16] , the external magnetic field is not just a test field, it deforms the spacetime. It is obvious from the equations (2.20) and (2.21), we can notice that the external magnetic fields affect the spacetime through Λ function, that appears explicitly in the line element (2.3). Taking the limit B → 0 in (2.3), i.e. Λ → 1, the magnetized spacetime (2.3) reduces to the unmagnetized one (2.1) as it should be.
We note that, as it was also frequently mentioned in the papers which discuss the magnetized black holes in the framework of Ernst, to obtain an exact solution describing the magnetized black holes in Einstein-Maxwell family is a quite demanding task, in particular the magnetized Kerr-Newman. This is because the analytic expressions for the corresponding metric tensor and vector field, which must satisfy the source free Einstein-Maxwell equations, are quite elaborate. Hence, it would be a tedious work to perform the verification of some available solutions in the literature without using any Symbolic Manipulation Programs, such as MAPLE or MATHEMATICA. From our surveys in literature, we find the exact solutions reported by Aliev and Galtsov [41] to be reliable 8 . Therefore, in the following two subsections we will make use of their results to study some aspects of the magnetized versions of the Reissner-Nordstrom and Kerr black holes.
Magnetized black holes
So far we have been reviewing the black hole's magnetization procedure according to Ernst [15] in the Einstein-Maxwell theory. Now in this section we present the application of this magnetization to the Reissner-Nordstrom and Kerr black holes. As it has been mentioned previously, we make use and perform a slight modification of the metrics and vector potentials reported in [41] .
Magnetized Reissner-Nordstrom (MRN) black holes
The ordinary Reissner-Nordstrom black holes are electrically charged gravitational collapsed objects, where the spacetime outside horizon is filled by some electric fields. Therefore, a test particle far away would not only attracted to the black hole by the interaction between masses, but also due to the presence of electric charges. Now one can imagine if the spacetime is also filled by some external magnetic field, interaction between a charged test particle with some external magnetic fields will add to the total interactions. Before computing the geodesic of a test particle in the background of a magnetized ReissnerNordstrom black hole, let us review how to obtain a modified version of the magnetized Reissner-Nordstrom spacetime [19] incorporating some boundary conditions to the vector field [31] .
We start by writing the generic Reissner-Nordstrom metric, obtained by setting a = 0 in (2.1), i.e.
and the corresponding vector field is
In the line element above, recall that y 2 = 1 − x 2 , and we have used ∆ RN = r 2 + Q 2 − 2Mr. Accordingly, the corresponding Ernst potentials which correspond to the ReissnerNordstrom solution (3.1) and (3.2) dictated by the equations (2.13) and (2.14) are
Using the magnetization transformation (2.18), a pair of Ernst potentials representing the magnetized Reissner-Nordstrom spacetime can be written as
where
Thus, the corresponding line element derived from the Ernst potential (3.4) expressed in the form of (2.3) has the components
We notice thatω RN vanishes in the absence of external magnetic field, i.e. the metric becomes Reissner-Nordstrom . Furthermore, it is interesting to note that there is a new feature arises in the magnetized Reissner-Nordstrom spacetime, which does not exist in the ordinary Reissner-Nordstrom case, namely the dragging effect denoted byω RN . Based on this fact, one can interpret that a test particle would acquire an angular momentum as a result of the non-vanishing g tφ . However, Hiscock [47] reported the conical singularity problem in the original magnetized spacetime proposed by Ernst and Wild [15, 16] , where he showed that the periodicity of angular coordinate φ is not 2π. Nonetheless, as it was proposed in [19] , such problem can be cured by employing the "scaling" φ → φ ′ = |Λ RN,0 | 2 φ, where
This scaling yields the modified magnetized metric now reads
Unlike in the case of ordinary Reissner-Nordstrom spacetime where the associated Maxwell vector field has the timelike component only, for the magnetized Reissner-Nordstrom a spacelike one appears and can be written
whereΦ is given in (3.5) . This resembles the rotating and charged solutions, namely the Kerr-Newman spacetime in Einstein-Maxwell theory or the Kerr-Sen solution in the low energy heterotic string theory [7] , where A = A t dt + A φ dφ and g tφ = 0. In particular, the constant
have been added in (3.11) to guarantee that A t (x = ±1) vanishes [31] . On the other hand, the timelike component of A is given by
Now we have already obtained a set of metric together with the corresponding vector field describing the spacetime outside a magnetized Reissner-Nordstrom black hole. The metric and source free vector fields obey the Einstein-Maxwell equations 14) where the corresponding energy-momentum tensor is given by
For the future practical purposes, the components of metric tensor for magnetized ReissnerNordstrom black hole are given by
16)
17)
18)
These metric components above, together with the vector which consists (3.13) and (3.11), will be used to perform the calculations related to the geodesic of a charged test particle moving towards a magnetized Reissner-Nordstrom black hole in section 4.
Magnetized Kerr
Now we turn to the discussion of magnetized Kerr spacetime. It is clear the seed solution is the generic Kerr metric, which can be obtained by setting Q = 0 from the Kerr-Newman solution (2.1). The Kerr line element can be written as
where ∆ K = r 2 + 2Mr − a 2 . Accordingly, the corresponding Ernst gravitational potential for Kerr spacetime can be found as 22) and the associated Ernst electromagnetic potential Φ is zero. To get the magnetized version of Kerr spacetime according to Ernst [15] , we make use the function
Using this Λ K , the gravitational Ernst potential describing a magnetized Kerr spacetime is found to beẼ 24) and the associated electromagnetic one has the expressioñ
Accordingly, the components tensor metric which represent the magnetized Kerr spacetime can be found as
and
Again the factor |Λ K,0 | 2 which appears in the magnetized Kerr spacetime,
is added so the conical singularity resulting from the magnetization procedure can be removed. For the Maxwell fields, the solutions can be obtained usingΦ in (3.25), i.e.
We have considered the factor |Λ K,0 | 2 in A φ following the scaling φ → φ ′ = |Λ K,0 | 2 φ in the metric.
Likewise, as in the previous treatment in magnetized Reissner-Nordstrom spacetime, the constant
appearing in (3.34) guarantees that A φ (x = ±1) vanishes [48] . The associatedω K to get the explicit expression for the function A t above is given by [16] 
At this point, one may notice that the set of metric together with the vector field describing the magnetized Kerr spacetime are more involved compared to that of the case of magnetized Reissner-Nordstrom . Interestingly, these metric and vector fields obey the source free Einstein-Maxwell equation (3.14) , the same as fields in the magnetized ReissnerNordstrom spacetime. Using these results, we will able to study the geodesics of a test particles outside a magnetized Kerr black hole.
Test particles and the naked singularity 4.1 Energy and angular momentum
A Classical test particle on a general curved background follows the geodesic equation [3] 
where m and q are the mass and electric charge of the particle respectively. Above,
is a four-vector for s is some affine parameters. It is well known that the geodesic equation Accordingly, since the spacetime is stationary and axisymmetric, one can find the two constants of motion related to the Lagrangian (4.2), namely the energy E and angular momentum L. These quantities are given by
respectively. It is interesting to note that the metric of magnetized spacetimes reviewed in the previous section has a general from similar to that of Kerr-Newman solution which reads
Consequently, by using (4.3) and (4.4), the general expression for the particle's energy in the background of magnetized spacetimes can be written as
(4.6) where we have imposed the timelike conditionẋ µẋ µ = −1. Also, in getting the equation (4.6) we have considered the solution that impliesṫ > 0 only. In the next two subsections, we will make use of the general expression of energy above in exploring the possibility of turning an extremal magnetized black hole into a naked singularity, by letting the black hole captures a test particle with some specific initial physical conditions.
In the followings, we will discuss the maximum and minimum energies for the test particle to break a magnetized black hole. It is already known that an extremal Kerr-Newman, or the static and neutral limits of it, cannot be broken using the Wald's gedanken experiment for a test particle moving in the equatorial plane. This is because a positive ∆E ≡ E max − E min so that a test particle could break the black hole does not exist if the initial condition of the black hole is extremal. The story is different if the initial state of black holes is near-extremal rather than extremal [4, 5] , where an infalling test particle may push the black hole to pass its extremality. Interestingly, we will find out in the following subsections that a test particle under the influence of some external magnetic fields resulting from the Ernst magnetization can have a positive ∆E even though the black holes under consideration is extremal.
Test particles on the magnetized Reissner-Nordstrom spacetime
We start by evaluating equation (4.6) in the extremal condition Q = M for magnetized Reissner-Nordstrom black holes evaluated at r = r + . The energy E obtained is then interpreted as the minimum one required by a test particle to reach the horizon of an extremal magnetized Reissner-Nordstrom black hole. Interestingly, in such set up the squared root term in (4.6) vanishes and the final expression is considerably simplified,
Note that we have restricted that the incoming test particle does not bring any initial angular momentum, i.e. L = 0, hence the final state of the black hole still can be treated as an extremal magnetized Reissner-Nordstrom one, indicated by Q ′ = M ′ where Q ′ and M ′ stand for the final black hole's electric charge and mass respectively. Now let us review some aspects in the generic extremal Reissner-Nordstrom case. The minimum required energy of the test particle to arrive at the horizon is give by [35] E min = q < E , (4.8)
which obviously can be obtained from (4.7) by setting B = 0. On the other hand, to break the black hole's horizon, the following inequality must hold for an extremal ReissnerNordstrom black hole, E < q .
It is evident that equations (4.8) and (4.9) are inconsistent each other, which therefore lead to a conclusion that there is no way for a test particle to overcharge an extremal ReissnerNordstrom black hole in the Wald's experiment discussed in this paper.
In the extremal magnetized Reissner-Nordstrom black hole case, the maximum energy for a test particle to break the black hole has no difference to that of the ordinary extremal Reissner-Nordstrom case. This is because the presence of external magnetic fields does not effect the positions of horizons, i.e. r 2 + Q 2 − 2Mr = 0. Consequently, the upper bound of the test particle energy (4.9) to destroy an extremal Reissner-Nordstrom black hole also applies in the case of magnetized one. On the other hand, the minimum energy needed by the test particle to reach the horizon is lowered by the presence of external magnetic fields. This means, unlike in the case of ordinary extremal Reissner-Nordstrom black holes, the energy gap ∆E can be positive for the extremal magnetized Reissner-Nordstrom background provided that the magnetic parameter B satisfies
To make it more obvious, we provide a numerical plot to illustrate that ∆E > 0 for a range of magnetic field strength. In order to have a simpler analysis, due to dimension of the magnetic field parameter B is an inverse of mass, we can denote 10 b ≡ BM. Consequently, the inequality (4.10) now reads 11) where the corresponding plot is depicted in Fig. 4 .1. Also, from (4.10) we notice that the pos- sibility of naked singularity production from an extremal magnetized Reissner-Nordstrom black hole depends on the strength of external magnetic fields and the charge of test particle. In particular, the maximum B which allows this naked singularity production occurs is of order O (1/M), which then will be associated to the case of strong magnetic fields. The plot presented in Fig. 4 .1 agrees with the fact that there is no energy gap produced for the extremal unmagnetized Reissner-Nordstrom black hole case. Based on (4.10) and Fig. 4 .1 we understand that a test particle may have a positive ∆E which opens the possibility for this particle to break the black hole's horizon. Now, we need to make sure that this test particle can really arrive at the horizon. It can be verified by using the associated effective potential,
whereṙ 2 is obtained from (4.6). If we can show that
then we can conclude that the test particle can really reach the horizon from far away. We restrict our discussion to the geodesic in equatorial plane only, where in App. A we show that it can occur outside a magnetized Reissner-Nordstrom black hole. Explicitly, in this consideration, the effective potential (4.12) can be written as 14) where each of constants f RN,i is given by In this set-up, the leading term of V ef f in the case of weak external magnetic field can be written as which lead us to the conclusion that a test particle can never reach the horizon. For a strong magnetic field, the leading term of effective potential (4.14) reads
Accordingly, the corresponding asymptotics for (4.17) can be written as lim r→0 V ef f,strong = +∞ and lim
Unfortunately, it is not easy to tell directly the fate of a test particle based on the analytical results (4.17) and (4.18). Nevertheless, by setting a numerical value 11 M = 100, we can provide a plot of the V ef f,strong depicted in Fig. 4.2 . From this plot we can learn that the test particle also cannot reach the black hole's horizon, as in the case of weak magnetic field. Note that the choice of numerical value for M does not prevent the generality of our conclusion, since changing this numerical value will only shift the position of horizon, and furthermore scale down or up the rest parameters' numerical values which are already presented in term of black hole's mass. In section 5, several numerical examples directly from the effective potential (4.14) will be given, which support the analysis presented in this section.
Test particles on the magnetized Kerr spacetime
In this subsection, a similar analysis will be performed to the case of extremal magnetized Kerr black holes. Unlike in the case of magnetized Reissner-Nordstrom , the test particle under consideration here is restricted to be electrically neutral but brings an angular momentum L. We limit our analysis to the neutral test particle so the final state of black holes after capturing the test particle (if this process may occur) is maintained to be a magnetized Kerr as opposed to a rotating and charged one. It allows the extremal condition is still given by M ′ = a ′ , where M ′ and a ′ are the final black hole's mass and rotational parameter respectively.
From (4.6), the corresponding minimum energy required by a test particle in reaching the black hole's horizon is given by
where we have imposed the extremal condition a = M and set r = r + . On the other hand, the upper bound of particle's energy in order to break the horizon is given by the relation 20) similar to that of the extremal unmagnetized Kerr black hole's case [35] . It is obvious that the absence of external magnetic field yields there is no positive non-zero E which obeys
where E min and E max are given in (4.19) and (4.20) respectively. However, when the magnetic field is incorporated, it is possible that E max − E min = ∆E > 0, provided by
In such situation, there is a chance that the test particle can break the black hole's horizon and yield the naked singularity production from an extremal magnetized Kerr black hole. Still, there are some subtleties concerning the regime of external magnetic fields which immerse the extremal Kerr black hole that yield the gap ∆E > 0. Definitely in our unit Nevertheless, for both cases of magnetized Reissner-Nordstrom and magnetized Kerr black holes, complicated expressions of the related V ef f hinder us to conclude the fate of a test particle directly from the functions without some approximations. Even in the magnetized Kerr black hole discussion, reading the leading terms of V ef f 's is performed by using the help of some numerical plots. Hence, finding the exact roots and extremums of each V ef f 's analytically in terms of M, L, Q, m, q, E, and B, would be almost impossible without setting some appropriate numerical values for these physical parameters. However, in section 4 we managed to reach a conclusion, which applies to both magnetized black holes, that the test particle in our gedanken experiment cannot reach the black holes's horizon. The conclusion is based on the leading term in the corresponding V ef f 's after some approximations applied. To support this conclusion, here we provide some numerical plots of V ef f shown in (4.14) and (4.24). We set the black hole mass M = 100, which consequently yields a = 100 for Kerr black hole, and Q = 100 for Reissner-Nordstrom black hole. The plots for some values of b are given in Figs. 5.1 and 5.2 which represent the situation in magnetized Reissner-Nordstrom case, and Fig. 5.3 describing the condition in magnetized Kerr. In the case of magnetized Reissner-Nordstrom black hole, we need to provide two separated diagrams so one can read the plots without any problems.
From Figs. 5.1, 5.2, and 5.3, we can see that the test particle cannot reach the black hole horizon from infinity. This applies for both magnetized black holes discussed in this paper. Also, these plots support the conclusions drawn in the previous section, i.e. the extremal magnetized Reissner-Nordstrom and Kerr black holes cannot be destroyed by a test particle. In particular to the case of magnetized Kerr black hole, we do not provide the numerical plots in weak magnetic fields regime, since we already know that the energy gap ∆E of the test particle cannot be positive in this regime. 
Discussion and conclusions
Now we conclude the works presented in this paper. We have shown that, even though the presence of magnetic field allows a non-zero positive gap between the maximum and minimum energies for a test particle to destroy the magnetized Kerr and Reissner-Nordstrom black holes, the corresponding effective potentials indicate that this particle will never reach the horizon of black holes from infinity. This conclusion is reached using two approaches. Firstly we employ the semi-analytic study on the associated effective potentials for each cases presented in section 4, and secondly by providing some plots in section 5. In both methods, we find an agreement that the extremal magnetized Reissner-Nordstrom and Kerr black holes cannot be destroyed by throwing a test particle in equatorial plane according to Wald's gedanken experiment [3] . Our analysis is in the same fashion as the studies presented in [35, 7] , where the self-force, self-energy, and radiative effects are not incorporated yet. Nevertheless, we are sure that taking these effects into account would not change the conclusion drawn in this paper, on the possibility of destroying the black holes, since on the contrary these effects are usually used to restore the cosmic censorship rather than to show the fragility of a black hole against a test particle.
As it is pointed out in Wald's book [1] , that studying the solutions in Einstein-Maxwell theory can be of great importance, pursuing further the works presented in this paper might be interesting. For example, the discussions performed in this paper are confined to the case of extremal black holes only. Nonetheless, Hubeny [4] , Sotiriou and Jacobson [5] , and many others [35, 7, 6] have shown that the extremality can be jumped if the initial condition of the black holes is near-extremal. Then it is straightforward question to ask what happens to a near-extremal magnetized black hole perturbed by a test particle. Can this test particle with ∆E > 0, so it may break the horizon, have V ef f < 0 ∀ r > r + ? It might sound trivial, but considering that the mathematical expressions of the metric and vector solution in the magnetized black holes are quite involved, pursuing this work could be appealing. In addition to that, extending this work to the case of extremal magnetized Kerr-Newman can also be interesting.
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This work is supported by LPPM of Parahyangan Catholic University. which vanishes for a fixed x. Based on these facts, now we see that the case of a test particle moving only on the equatorial plane satisfies the Euler-Lagrange equation for that particle.
A Equatorial plane of MK/MRN spacetime

